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It is clear from the prophet Muhammad's (saws) own words that He (saws) understood there is
knowledge in everything which needs to be studied and discovered before it can be known,
today for mankind science fulfils this role.The Prophet – praise and peace be upon him – said,
“Indeed, knowledge has a branch which resembles a hidden thing (it needs to be discovered);
no one grasps it except those who know Allah.” Allah in the Quran speaks about all aspects of
creation, but much of it was beyond the understanding of the desert Arabs living 1400 years ago,
Allah says: “And we strike these similitudes for the people, but none understands them except
those who know.” (29:42).Regarding this the prophet (saws) said, “Indeed, there is an external
meaning and an internal meaning to the Qur’an, a scope and a point.” Ali, pointing to his breast,
said, “Indeed, herein lies abundant knowledge; would that there were some to (comprehend
and) transmit it.” It was because not every person was capable of understanding science that the
prophet (saws) said, “We prophets were ordered to communicate with everyone according to his
ability to understand.” This is because there was a danger in trying to teach people science they
would not be able to prove for another 1400 years, so the prophet (saws) warned, “No one has
ever recited a prophetic quotation to a people which their minds have failed to grasp without it
being a temptation for them.”Allah said in the Quran "Say (unto them, O Muhammad): Are those
who know equal with those who know not? But only men of understanding will pay
heed." (39:9)This work will show how Allah taught science in the Quran through a series of tafsir
on various chapters and verses of the Quran all of which ultimately explain how Allah is Haq, the
reality of the universe we live with.Table Of Contents:Ch.1 - The Prophets Knowledge Of The
QuranCh.2 - Tafsir Surah al Rahman (55:1-9)Ch.3 - Tafsir Surah al Shams (91:1-11)Ch.4 - Tafsir
The Verse Of Light (24:35)Ch.5 - Tafsir Surah al Takwir (81:1-14)Ch.6 - Tafsir Surah Nun
(68:1-2)Ch.7 - Tafsir Of Small Verses From Al Mulk, Al Aala, Al Hashr, Ta Ha and Al HadidCh.8 -
Tafsir Surah al NajmCh.9 - Aqeedah: How Is Allah Reality (Haq)

About the AuthorAngelique La Fon-Cox is a wife and mother of three children. She is a home-
school mom who founded and directs The Huggabear Children's Project, Inc. a 501c3 nonprofit
organization that blesses children in need internationally. www.huggabears.org Angelique is also
the author of the creative Christian children's series "The Huggabears". These books are geared
for ages 3-9 and focus on teaching family values, the Word of God and the love of Jesus Christ
all within wholesome adventures with the Huggabear Family. www.thehuggabears.com
Angelique wanted to write a series that would reach the hearts of teens for the Lord and inspire
them to study the Bible and use prayer as a weapon against the forces of evil which come
against them on a daily basis. After seeking the Lord's direction through prayer she was blessed
with the vision for "The Intercessors" series. "Confession" is the third book in the series of seven



titles. Angelique was led in her heart to give away 1000 free ebooks before publishing on Ebook
Tops Kindle and CreateSpace and quickly learned that this book is not just for teens or young
people, but for readers of all ages and is proving to be a teaching tool for the World of God and
the power of prayer. It is Angelique's hope that all the readers of "The Intercessors" series will
not just be entertained by the stories, but let it impact their hearts to become real live
Intercessors for the Lord. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Science In The QuranBY SAYYID RAMI AL RIFAISECTION 1Table Of ContentsCh.1 - The
Prophets Knowledge Of The QuranCh.2 - Tafsir Surah al Rahman (55:1-9)Ch.3 - Tafsir Surah al
Shams (91:1-11)Ch.4 - Tafsir The Verse Of Light (24:35)Ch.5 - Tafsir Surah al Takwir
(81:1-14)Ch.6 - Tafsir Surah Nun (68:1-2)Ch.7 - Tafsir Of Small Verses From Al Mulk, Al Aala, Al
Hashr, Ta Ha and Al HadidCh.8 - Tafsir Surah al NajmCh.9 - Aqeedah: How Is Allah Reality
(Haq)The Prophet's Knowledge Of The QuranIt is clear from the prophet Muhammad's (saws)
own words that He (saws) understood there is knowledge in everything which needs to be
studied and discovered before it can be known, today for mankind science fulfils this role.The
Prophet – praise and peace be upon him – said, “Indeed, knowledge has a branch which
resembles a hidden thing (it needs to be discovered); no one grasps it except those who know
Allah.” Allah in the Quran speaks about all aspects of creation, but much of it was beyond the
understanding of the desert Arabs living 1400 years ago, Allah says: “And we strike these
similitudes for the people, but none understands them except those who
know.” (29:42).Regarding this the prophet (saws) said, “Indeed, there is an external meaning and
an internal meaning to the Qur’an, a scope and a point.” Ali, pointing to his breast, said, “Indeed,
herein lies abundant knowledge; would that there were some to (comprehend and) transmit it.” It
was because not every person was capable of understanding science that the prophet (saws)
said, “We prophets were ordered to communicate with everyone according to his ability to
understand.” This is because there was a danger in trying to teach people science they would
not be able to prove for another 1400 years, so the prophet (saws) warned, “No one has ever
recited a prophetic quotation to a people which their minds have failed to grasp without it being a
temptation for them.”The prophet taught the scientific meanings behind specific verses to the
companions who could grasp them and they understood the dangers of trying to teach
knowledge that could not be visually proven. Allah said in the Quran, “It is Allah who has created
the seven heavens and of (the) earth, their like (meaning the other planets); and between them
the Command descends (the Laws of Physics governing space)” (65:12). Ibn Abbas (r.a) said
about this verse, “Were I to relate its interpretation you would stone me” or “you would have said,
'He is an unbeliever’”.Abu Hurrah similarly said, “I have received from the Prophet of Allah two
things (types of knowledge), one of which I have made public. Were I to divulge the other, this
throat would be cut.” The prophet (saws) said, “Abu-Bakr has excelled you not by excessive
fasting and much prayer, but by a secret which rests in his chest.” His ability to understand
science and everything the prophet (saws) taught him about the universe and Allah. Allah said in
the Quran "Say (unto them, O Muhammad): Are those who know equal with those who know
not? But only men of understanding will pay heed." (39:9)This work will show how Allah taught
science in the Quran through a series of tafsir on various chapters and verses of the Quran all of
which ultimately explain how Allah is Haq, the reality of the universe we live with.Sayyid Rami Al
Rifai 23 Rabi 1 1438 H.Tafsir Surah al Rahman (55:1-9)Tafsir Surah Ar-Rahman: للها نمحرال  الرحيم
مسب (Allah) Most Gracious! (1) It is HeWho has taught the Qur’an. (2) created man: (3) and
taught him speech (and Intelligence) (4) The sun and the moon follow (defined) courses (in



space); (5) And the Stars and the trees are in obediance. (6) And the Firmament (space) He has
(formed and) raised high, and set up its balance, (7) In order that ye may not transgress (due)
balance (on earth). (8) So establish measure with justice and fall not short in the balance.
(9)Allah, al Rahman, in the first verses tied three topics together, He tied the knowledge that is in
the Quran with the creation of man, and then the speech He (swt) taught him. The knowledge in
the Quran, is related to the creation of man in how man is given knowledge by Allah, which is
through revelation and inspiration received in man’s heart, this is related to his speech because
man speaks according to what is placed in his heart, so in Allah teaching and inspiring the
Quran He is teaching man new types of speech that man did not have. When we look at how
these things work in the human body, as Imam Malik said, "Knowledge is a light placed in the
heart by Allah", this is a physiological statement about the role of the heart to learn from the the
electromagnetic field which is the scientific name for light. Allah gives man knowledge according
to what He is doing in life, so this light is the source of speech taught to man by Allah, (we have
explained in detail in our other works how the body uses light through the nervous system of the
heart and brain to shape our consciousness).The sun and the moon and the path they are on is
tied to all of this because Allah inspires man’s self through the influence of these celestial bodies
in space on earths atmosphere, this is a process that begins at the subatomic level because the
sun and moon exert electromagnetic fields on our planet which affect the planet from the
subatomic level, ultimately they inspire and influence both man and what he speaks because
our ecosystem is part of a bigger picture and it shapes what our day will look like.By simile the
trees of earth are numerous and countless like the stars, this is there relationship in this picture
Allah is painting for us, in this verse Allah is mentioning the most distant thing from us in space,
the stars, and the closest thing to us on earth, the trees, in relation to the greater context of the
surah, this is because He is drawing a picture of how the ecosystem of outer space and the
ecosystem of earth are connected through subatomic fields like the electromagnetic forces of
the sun hitting the earth, all these objects Allah is mentioning are influencing each other and
ultimately us.Allah says, after referring to how the sun and the moon influence man through their
defined paths in space which shape our seasons and days, that it is not just them that do this
with their subatomic fields, but both the stars and the trees have a role to play. This is because
He mentioned their obedience to him in the verse, meaning their role in the balance that Allah
set up in space, they are part of the greater ecosystem and He uses them to inspire man from
the subatomic level of the Universe. The stars are each like our sun ending out rays of light and
influencing us at night when the sun is least active, while the trees are crucial to life on earth and
it’s atmosphere, they are the last piece in this puzzle and in contrast to the sun and moon one of
the smallest part in it that has a significant influence on our planet.This picture of space and
earth needed to first be drawn because it leads to what is in the next verses, where Allah talks
about how He created space and placed a balance and harmony in it, Allah then says the depth
of space and it’s balance is directly related to the balance on earth, “the Firmament (space) He
has raised high, and set up its balance (this was done) In order that ye may not transgress (the



due) balance” on earth, meaning they are connected to each other. Allah is saying the order we
see in space through the movement of the sun and moon it is also present on earth in it’s
atmosphere and ecosystem that the trees help create and maintain.Allah is teaching us that the
balance He placed in the Universe and on earth in their ecosystems create a balance in man's
self who lives in them, because the surah begins by teaching us about the ways in which man is
inspired in life and learns knowledge. So inspiration and mans speech being mentioned
together is a reference to his psychology and state of mind, hence the order and balance that
exist in space and nature is why man can feel harmony and be at peace with the earth and it's
natural ecosystem, Allah is connecting mans nature to the ecosystem he lives in and informing
him about what influences it because it influences him.Allah then warns that if man destroys the
balance in nature it will cause his self to become unbalanced, because the balance that exists in
nature no longer exists so it can not help man's self stay balanced as he lives his life, if we live in
the city we feel our lives are chaotic if we live close to nature we feel at peace all because of the
environment we live in that shapes our day. This is why after mentioning the balance in space, in
the next verse Allah warns man about destroying the balance that exists on earth, "and fall not
short in the balance".These verses first required man to learn knowledge of the universe in order
to understand them because they were intended for a time when man would have the ability to
destroy the balance on earth.Method – How This Tafsir Was Written: This tafsir was written
according to the themes of each verse which outlined the topics Allah was mentioning, this then
made the picture Allah was drawing for us very clear. Allah taught the Quran through revelation
which was revealed to mans heart, how man is able to receive revelation in scientific terms I
have written about in detail elsewhere, but understanding the how makes the connection
between each verse very clear and the larger picture obvious. Allah in these verses goes from
talking about giving man revelation to teaching him speech because this knowledge relates to
how each person is inspired in his everyday life by various sources, his daily inspiration is the
source of what he chooses to speak about to others.This is related to the sun and moon
because Allah in surah al shams (91) explains how He inspires man through them, but in this
surah He talks about how the ecosystem of space is connected to the ecosystem of earth, the
trees essentially create our ecosystem for us through the oxygen they produce and atmosphere
they clean. The subtext of the Quran here is how this influence occurs through the subatomic
part of our universe, it’s forces and particles, Allah explains in the verse of light (24:35) more
directly that He inspires mankind through these means.After then drawing this picture for us
Allah tells us the important lesson we should learn, that if we ruin the ecosystem of earth we will
imbalance man in his life and self permanently, we will not only ruin how he is inspired each day
and the source of his peace in life we will reduce his intelligence which we will see and witness
in his speech and vocabulary as it degrades. This is because if the ecosystem that Allah created
to keep man balanced, at peace and in harmony with the universe can no longer function in this
role man will suffer psychologically and spiritually, which will decrease his intellectual capacity,
intelligence and speech, all these are related to each other physiologically, the most obvious



way is in mans breadth of knowledge and capacity for things in life.Mankind has witnessed all
this already, with the dumbing down of man over the past one hundred years as he destroyed
the earth, we witnessed this in the way language has changed during this time, linguists,
historians and academics have all attested to this change in their works. We no longer have the
capacity to speak as our grandfathers and their fathers once did with the same breadth and
vocabulary, we have shortened our sentences because our mental capacity lacks the strength it
once had, and man gains his strength from nature.CHAPTER 3Tafsir Surah al Shams
(91:1-11)Tafsir Surah al Shams (The Sun): In General each of the objects in space, the sun, the
moon and earth, generate there own gravity and subatomic fields such as magnetic and
electrical fields, on top of this each object is affected by the gravity and subatomic fields of the
objects near it, this is the ecosystem of space.The fields in space have a real affect on life here
on earth and are needed so we can survive, for example High tide occurs when a body of water
is facing the moon above it and the moon is pulling the water toward it with its gravity. High tide
also occurs when an ocean is facing directly away from the moon, which is now on the opposite
side of the earth, and the moon is pulling the mass of the Earth away from the water towards
it.The Earth itself affects other bodies in space with the fields and forces it creates like they
affect us. Our entire planet is enveloped in a giant bubble of magnetism, which springs from the
molten dynamo (Lava rotation) in the Earth's hot core and its rotation in space.The sun also has
an impact on us, the sun creates giant solar winds, “the solar wind is a stream of plasma
released from the upper atmosphere of the Sun, this wind (made of electrons and protons)
streams off of the Sun in all directions at speeds of about 400 km/s (about 1 million miles per
hour), it can vary between 800 to 300 km/s.These wind speed variations buffet the Earth's giant
magnetic field that surrounds it and can produce storms in the Earth’s magnetic bubble, all
creatures on earth can sense the earths magnetic bubble and get their sense of direction from it,
it is part of life, so anything that affects it affects us.“Out in space, the solar wind presses against
the earths magnetic bubble and stretches it, creating a long tail in the downwind direction,
making the earths magnetic buble look like the tail of a comet. The Earth's magnetic tail is so
great it extends well beyond the orbit of the Moon and once a month, when the Moon is full it
orbits through it. This can have consequences on the moon ranging from lunar ‘dust storms’ to
electrostatic discharges”.Researchers have scientifically shown that historically, bursts of human
creativity correlate with solar activity. The periods of greatest levels of human flourishing and
creativity in science and the arts recorded in history were clearly shown to occur during peaks of
solar activity.Solar Activity was mapped by the Suns solar cycle which lasts for 11 years, in 1610
the first European observations of Sunspots were made, the number of sun spots indicates how
much solar activity their is, in simple terms how strong the sun is shinning. From that time
continuous daily observations were started at the Zurich Observatory in 1849 and earlier
observations have been used to extend the records back to 1610. Monthly averages
(updated monthly) of the sunspot numbers show that the number of sunspots visible on the sun
increases and decreases with an approximate 11-year cycle, the peak of solar activity by the



sun is roughly in the middle of the cycle (and weakest at the start and end of the 11 year period).
Solar activity first affects the fields surrounding the earth, the ionosphere (upper regions of the
atmosphere) then life on earth through the electromagnetic field that all creatures on earth
produce and sense through.
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